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Incarceration matters

In “The Effects of Mass Incarceration on Communities of Color” (Issues, Fall 2015), Robert D. Crutchfield

and Gregory A. Weeks cite “coercive mobility” as a key driver of increased incarceration rates in

communities of color. As a codeveloper of this concept, I think some additional background may be

informative.

Back in the late 1990s, when Dina Rose and I were studying the Tallahassee neighborhoods that gave rise

to the coercive mobility thesis, we spent many a day talking to residents of neighborhoods where more

than 2% of the residents (of all ages) went to prison every year. These places were almost all black, and

they included some of the most historic black neighborhoods in the South. Our suspicion was that these

high rates of “prison cycling,” moving people in and out of prison, destabilized neighborhood life and

disrupted informal social control, ultimately increasing the level of crime. It was not a very popular thesis

among criminologists at the time.

So we were shocked to learn how much the people who live in high incarceration places already got it. We

heard resonant themes from the residents there. “Put the bad guys in jail, but leave my brother

(cousin/nephew) alone; he only needs some help.” Or, “Everyone knows that sending these men to prison

doesn’t do anything good for the neighborhood; they all come back anyway, worse off than when they

left.” Or—most chilling—“White people would never stand for this if it was going on in their

neighborhoods.”

The idea that mass incarceration damages neighborhoods does not seem so controversial today. We know

a lot about the negative impact of incarceration—on children of sending their male parent to prison, on

lifetime earnings of people who go to prison, on job prospects for those with prison histories, on beliefs in

the legitimacy of the law for people who repeatedly encounter the coercive state, and on and on. It does

not take a leap of logic to predict that places where a large number of people go to prison and then come

back, persistently over decades, would be places devoid of economic capacity, dominated by broken family

relationships, where many people grow up with deep resentment for the state. In fact, to make any other
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information systems may be a far better use of federal funding in the future.

Third, one consideration that often gets lost in the decarceration discussion is that prisons don’t have to

be criminogenic. Unfortunately, this is often the case, because many state prisoners are “warehoused”

insofar as they don’t participate in any programming during their confinement. Yet, warehousing prisoners

is at odds with the evidence on what works with offenders, which shows that there are a number of

effective correctional interventions that deliver a favorable return on investment. Limiting use of prisons

should remain a focus, but so should efforts to make them more effective when they are needed.

Finally, although many people acknowledge that the increased use of prisons during the late 20th century

likely contributed, at least to some degree, to the crime drop that began in the 1990s, there is less

consensus on the precise extent of this contribution or the point at which the costs of imprisonment

exceed its benefits. As the pendulum continues its swing in favor of decarceration, it is critical that we be

able to assess the impact of decarceration strategies on prison beds saved and, more importantly, on

public safety in general. After all, if decarceration lowers correctional costs but does not maintain public

safety, we will run the risk of dampening enthusiasm for prison reform.
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Protecting global diversity

In “Technologies for Conserving Biodiversity in the Anthropocene” (Issues, Fall 2015), John O’Brien provides

an engaging overview of the technologies available to address global biodiversity loss.

Selecting appropriate technologies can overwhelm, particularly for those with little expertise in

computational science or engineering. An article titled “Emerging Technologies to Conserve Biodiversity,”

published in October 2015 in the journal Trends in Ecology & Evolution, which we coauthored with

colleagues from the academic, commercial, and nonprofit sectors, recognizes this, and identifies key

technological challenge areas that must be addressed.

Beyond our bedazzlement with new technologies, some difficult issues come into focus. For example, to

what extent are the Sirens of technology distracting us from the voyage toward solutions for pressing

conservation challenges?

Consider the on-going buzz around use of new genetic technologies to bring back extinct species from

museum or other preserved specimens. This is, quite simply, an economic and academic dead-end. A few

resurrected individuals from a tiny gene pool, in diminishing habitat, and under continued threat of re-

extinction, would be, at best, expensive living museum specimens.

New technologies are often fragile, yet if we are to deploy them effectively they must work on a
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demanding, usually rural and remote front line, often without power, parts or servicing back-up, or

technical expertise. Drones have the potential to revolutionize data collection, as do smartphones, but

perhaps the biggest challenge in their deployment is making them robust to local conditions and user-

friendly for local stakeholders.

The race to engage technology also risks masking the nascent issue of ethics in conservation. For example,

the rush to attach instrumentation to animals may cause neglect of ethical considerations. While tags are

becoming ever smaller, adoption rates are increasing rapidly. Unfortunately, examination and reporting of

negative impacts (including capture mortality, failed transmitters, injuries, reduced animal ranging, and

behavioral and physiological changes) are given low priority. These impacts can also skew data and render

new technologies unfit for purpose. Investment in noninvasive technologies will perhaps yield more “bang

for the buck” for monitoring, and benefits will accrue to local communities that are better able to manage

them.

Ultimately, communities and careful consideration will carry the day. At the development level, academia,

nongovernmental organizations, technology corporations, and professional societies should forge

symbiotic interdisciplinary groups. At the deployment level, professional conservationists must work with

local stakeholders to design systems to jointly deploy accessible, cost-effective, and sustainable

technologies.

Technology has huge potential to deliver tools that will help us to reduce the rates of biodiversity loss.

While baseline ecological data will remain central to the development of effective conservation strategies,

rapidly unfolding threats now demand immediate remediation. We must prioritize technologies to

ameliorate human-wildlife conflict (3,000 incidents have been reported in Namibia alone in the past 24

months), the decimation of endangered species for products, and rampant habitat destruction, before

there is nothing left to monitor.

Interdisciplinary collaboration is essential if we are to quell these growing fires. Let us select, develop,

integrate, and deploy the brightest and best technologies for the job, but always keeping our hearts and

minds on the pulse of the planet.
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Public role in reviewing gene editing

In “CRISPR Democracy: Gene Editing and the Need for Inclusive Deliberation” (Issues, Fall 2015), Sheila

Jasanoff, J. Benjamin Hurlbut, and Krishanu Saha argue that the 1975 Asilomar summit is an unsuitable


